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SUMMARY: ... Internalized oppression is the turning upon ourselves, our families and our people the distressed patterns of behavior that result from the racism and oppression of the minority society. ... It will include ideas on how to overcome internalized oppression and racism generally, both at the corporate and individual levels. ... To understand the many ways in which internalized oppression operates on subordinated communities and how internalized racism conditions subordinated communities, it is important to understand these forces. ... Internalized racism has its roots in internalized oppression; that is, there is always some triggering oppressive behavior. ... The remainder of this subsection elaborates on how internalized oppression leads to internalized racism in the Latino community, both at the corporate level and at the individual level. ... The focus should then turn to what we can do as individuals and as a community to overcome internalized oppression and racism. ... That is not to say that the Latino community should not undertake efforts to overcome internalized oppression and racism. Despite the enormity of the task and the risks involved, we can not and should not avoid the effort to overcome internalized oppression and racism. ... Roberto Chene eloquently describes why it is essential to undo internalized oppression at the corporate level as follows: ... This essay has described internalized oppression and internalized racism, and the devastating impact of these forces on the Latino community. ...

[*769]

Internalized oppression is the turning upon ourselves, our families and our people the distressed patterns of behavior that result from the racism and oppression of the minority society. Internalized racism is directed more specifically at one's racial or ethnic group. n1

I. INTRODUCTION
Internalized oppression and racism are insidious forces that cause marginalized groups to unconsciously turn on themselves, thereby reinforcing self-fulfilling negative stereotypes and producing self-destructive behaviors. Many people have been socially conditioned to believe the stereotypes of Latinos as a drain on United States social services, as undeserving beneficiaries of preferences, and as lazy and ignorant people who barely speak English. The stereotypes can be even worse. I recently read that "many perceive Latinos as poor, criminals, drug users." \(^2\) Latinos are also seen as people who "bring inferior cultural mores, including a propensity to go on welfare and commit crimes, poor health and hygiene, disregard for hard work and education, and a backward attachment to their language." \(^3\) Moreover, popular storytelling \[^{770}\] paints Latinos as docile, willing to accept any working conditions without complaint. \(^4\) Other writers remind us that Mexicans in particular have been characterized "as traditional, sedate, lacking in mechanical resourcefulness and ambition." \(^5\) Sadly, "Mexicans themselves internalize the 'Anything But Mexican' mindset. An internalized racism, popularly called a 'colonized mentality' by Chicano movement activists during the 1960s, splinters Latino and even Mexican unity." \(^6\) To the extent that Latinos internalize negative stereotypes, they cause intra-communal harm. For example, a significant number of Latinos voted in favor of California's Proposition 187, which ended many benefits for immigrants, \(^7\) and Proposition 209, which ended affirmative action in government contracting and public colleges and universities, \(^8\) precisely because they accepted negative stereotypes about Latinos. That is, they were seduced into believing that Latino immigrants take but do not give, and that they are subhuman, thus undeserving of education and medical attention. \(^9\) Furthermore, they \[^{771}\] must have been convinced that our society is now color-blind and hence race-based preferences to ameliorate past discrimination are no longer necessary. More recently, until just before election time, a high percent age of Latinos supported Proposition 227, which proposed to end bilingual education in California. \(^10\) Additionally, a mostly Latino school board in New Mexico fired two teachers for teaching Chicano history to a group of predominantly Latino high school students. \(^11\) These examples illustrate the manner in which Latinos' efforts harmed other Latinos, often to the delight of conservatives who masterminded the underlying activity. \(^12\) This behavior results from a belief in Latino inferiority and Anglo superiority, both manifestations of internalized oppression and racism.

This essay begins by defining internalized oppression and racism and exposing the harms they cause. It dissects the reasons we engage in internalized racism and explains how once exposed, it will be easier to engage in a conscious effort to eradicate internalized racism. It will then describe how the intersectionality of internalized oppression and racism is expressed in the Latino community. The essay will then re-imagine Latino identity without internalized oppression and racism. It will include ideas on how to overcome internalized oppression and racism generally, both at the corporate and individual levels. The essay concludes that exposing internalized oppression and racism is the first step to alleviating the harm that results from a negative self-perception, which must be followed by the active construction of positive self-images. This, in turn, will lead not only to less support for racist and discriminatory legislation but to a more active and united denouncement of racist lawmaking. The final step is to engage in pro-active agenda-setting and campaigns to capitalize on a newly-forged, positive identity.

[^772]:

II. INTERNALIZED OPPRESSION AND RACISM

Internalized racism has been the primary means by which we have been forced to perpetuate and "agree" to our own oppression. \(^13\)
To understand the many ways in which internalized oppression operates on subordinated communities and how internalized racism conditions subordinated communities, it is important to understand these forces. Thus, this part describes internalized oppression and racism generally. It then describes how they are particularly manifested in the Latino community. This allows the reader to better comprehend why Latinos engage in the types of self-destructive behavior described throughout this essay.

A. Working Definitions of Internalized Oppression and Racism

When a victim experiences a hurt which is not healed, distress patterns emerge whereby the victim engages in harmful behavior. Internalized oppression has been described as the process in which these distress patterns reveal themselves.

These distress patterns, created by oppression and racism from the outside, have been played out in the only two places it has seemed "safe" to do so. First, upon members of our own group - particularly upon those over whom we have some degree of power or control... Second, upon ourselves through all manner of self-invalidation, self-doubt, isolation, fear, feelings of powerlessness and despair...

Thus, internalized oppression commences externally; that is, dominant players start the chain of behavior through racist and discriminatory behavior. This could range from exclusion because of race (i.e., from a job or a store), to negative generalizations about a race (i.e., "we don't need any more wetbacks - they just take away our jobs") and capitalization on the fears created by those generalizations, to derogatory comments about a particular individual on racial grounds (i.e., "we shouldn't give her the job - she'll miss too much work because Mexican women are always pregnant").

Those at the receiving end of the prejudicial behavior then internalize negative perceptions about themselves and other members of their own group, and act accordingly. When this internalization process occurs within a particular racial or ethnic group, it manifests itself at both the corporate and individual levels.

Patterns of internalized racism cause us to find fault, criticize, and invalidate each other. This invariably happens when we come together in a group to address some important problem or undertake some liberation project. What follows is divisiveness and disunity leading to despair and abandonment of the effort.

Patterns of internalized oppression cause us to attack, criticize or have unrealistic expectations of any one of us who has the courage to step forward and take on leadership responsibilities. This leads to a lack of support that is absolutely necessary for effective leadership to emerge and group strength to grow. It also leads directly to the "burn out" phenomenon we have all witnessed in, or experienced as, effective... leaders.

There are many other ways that internalized racism impacts our behavior, always resulting in self-inflicted harm. The following sub section will describe how internalized racism manifests itself specifically within the Latino community.

B. Internalized Racism in the Latino Community

Internalized oppression operates rather uniformly regardless of ethnicity or sexual orientation through some common patterns of behavior, yet it also manifests itself uniquely depending on the negative stereotypes it causes a particular group to internalize. Internalized racism has its roots in internalized
oppression; that is, there is always some triggering oppressive behavior. For Latinos, we "share a unique experience of oppression and survival in the United States. Mexicans and Puerto Ricans, who constitute the largest and oldest Latino/a communities within the official borders of the United States, were attacked, invaded, colonized, annexed, and exploited by the United States." n21 Racist and discriminatory behavior toward Latinos is clearly deep-rooted. After the Mexican American War ended in 1848, people of Mexican origin faced lynchings, land theft and virulent racism. Later, in times of economic depression, people of Mexican origin - citizens and noncitizens alike - were deported en masse... As a result, many Mexican-origin people internalized the racism and learned to despise all things Mexican. n22

It is our unique history which we have internalized that gives rise to our particular brand of internalized racism. Latinos, for example, may be conditioned to believe that other Latinos, particularly recent immigrants, are unfairly taking advantage of U.S. Social Services, n23 or we may refrain from using Spanish in professional settings because it will betray our heritage, or we may believe that whiter is better. "From the Latina/o viewpoint, the desirability of whiteness represents the internalization by the colonized of the colonizers' predilections." n24 The remainder of this subsection elaborates on how internalized oppression leads to internalized racism in the Latino community, both at the corporate level and at the individual level.

At the corporate level, internalized racism involves harmful or destructive conduct by members of a group toward other members of the group. "[Internalized racism] has been a major ingredient in the distressful and unworkable relationships which we so often have with each other. It has proved to be the fatal stumbling block of every promising and potentially powerful ... liberation effort that has failed in the past." n25 Internalized racism at the corporate level can thus thwart Latinos' empowerment efforts. For example, Latino groups often wither when leadership issues revolve around how "ethnic" one is. To wit, at California Western School of Law, one year a majority of the La Raza law students refused to elect a blond student to a board position because she was not perceived to be "Mexican" enough, even though she was born in Mexico and was a committed activist. Politics of race impeded her advancement and prevented her from performing work beneficial to the Latino community. The same politics of race exists among the La Raza Lawyers Association of San Diego, where members' credibility is sometimes based on whether they are perceived as "too dark" or "too light," depending on the issue.

Internalized racism at the corporate level also reveals itself through the way we view other Latinos. Many people in our community believe the tired notion that immigrants are a drain on social services. As early as 1913, "the Commissioner of Immigration ... publicly announced his fear that Mexicans might become public charges, since according to these authorities, Mexicans came to the United States only to receive public relief." n26 Today, many harbor the same belief about recent immigrants, n27 and too many Latinos believe it. n28 If those who believe this propaganda looked beyond the myths to the facts, they would learn that many immigrants contribute more to our society than they take. n29 In researching campaigns to limit immigration, Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic found that many conservative think tanks conclude that "immigration is a net benefit, not a drawback to the regions in which immigrants settle." n30 Their research uncovered conservative spokespeople emphasizing that "legal immigrants are more likely than natives to participate in the labor force, ... and that immigrants earn roughly $ 700 more a year per capita than natives, with those who entered the United States before 1980 earning nearly $ 4,000 more." n31 Moreover, many immigrants, particularly Latinos, exhibit entrepreneurial spirit and often start their own businesses. n32 According to the Greenlining Institute in San Francisco, most of the new small business development in California that helped to move the state's economy forward was fueled by Latino entrepreneurs." n33 Thus, rather than deceitfully taking more than their share from the economy, Latinos, in many cases, contribute to the economic health of the United States.

[*776] Internalized racism in the Latino community also reveals itself at the individual level. For example, members of my family, as well as their friends, have attempted to one-up each other about how "guero" n34 their children or grandchildren are. My mother's best friend once bragged about how guera her first
granddaughter was as she pulled out a photograph of a hirsute, dark baby with thick black hair. Rather than question why her friend felt compelled to assert her granddaughter's "guera-ness," my mother and I instead later compared the grand daughter's "guera-ness" to the "guera/o-ness" of our own family members. We succumbed to the conditioning that white is better. Latinos also use this grading process to rank the acceptability of boyfriends, girl friends, spouses and partners. Lighter is preferred, darker is acceptable so long as that person is Latino. To go any darker may put you at risk of family alienation. As one Latino expressed:

The unpleasant truth is that whether or not Mexican-Americans consider interracial relationships to be acceptable has everything to do with the specific race involved. The clearest analogy: a ladder. The social ladder, if you will. At the top of the ladder is the color white, owing to generational assumptions that the fair-skinned shall inherit the earth. At the bottom is the color black, the color of subjugation. Inferiority. In the middle, nesting precariously between the extremes, is the color brown. n35

I married a caucasian and in reflecting on why, I realize that the reasons are many, complex and positive, and that I never consciously chose to not marry a Latino. n36 However, it is not as clear to me whether I subconsciously chose to not marry a Latino. While I spent much time with my Latino classmates, especially in connection with the Stanford Latino Law Students' Association ("SLLSA"), n37 I did not date them. One reason, at least in law school, was that there were not many Latinos to choose from and many of them had girlfriends. Another reason was that I saw too many marriages in my family break up because of the man's infidelity. Of course I did not then assume that all Latino males were unfaithful, but it made me nervous. That nervousness was compounded when I became active with the La Raza Lawyers Association of San Diego. At parties and out-of-town conferences, I noticed that a significant number of men suddenly lost their wedding rings and seemed to spend too much time with women who were not their wives. So I remind myself that this behavior is characteristic of many men, not just Latinos. Am I succumbing to internalized racism by believing negative stereotypes about Latino men or am I being practical? That is one of the dangers of internalized oppression; we frequently do not realize when or how we are prejudiced against ourselves.

Many Latinos inwardly, and sometimes outwardly, question the qualifications of other successful Latinos. n38 It is heartening that this is not uniform - several Latinos I know try to provide a mutual support network. For example, we intentionally and systematically refer business to each other. Nonetheless, there are too many instances where we not only neglect to provide support but, even worse, actually conspire against each other. This tendency is illustrated by a popular Mexican folk story:

A man stumbles upon a fisherman who is gathering crabs and placing them in a bucket with no lid. When the passerby asks the fisherman whether he is concerned that the crabs might climb out of the bucket and crawl away, the fisherman replies that there is no need to worry. "You see," he says, "these are Mexican crabs. Whenever one of them tries to move up, the others pull him down".

Internalized racism is also displayed when Latinos experience self-doubt upon receipt of either admission into a top university or a prestigious job offer. n39 This impostor dilemma haunts many of us - how did I get here? Do I truly belong? The answers, respectively, are through hard work and perhaps some serendipity, and yes. But because of internalized racism, we doubt our qualifications and hard-earned credentials, n40 and succumb to the often not very delicate suggestions that we do not belong.

We also denigrate ourselves through our treatment of the Spanish language and our support of the "English only" movement. By the former, I mean that Latinos can cavalierly use Spanish when convenient - for example, to temporarily bond with other Latinos, n41 while also being embarrassed by it when it reveals...
too much of our heritage. n42 Through support of the English-only movement, we admit Latino inferiority - that our inherited language is something we should be ashamed of. When we support this movement, we accept negative stereotypes and the notion that Latinos are "dangerous because of their language. It perceives the Spanish language as a threatening foreign influence that must be eradicated to preserve cultural purity." n43 Accordingly, internalized racism plays itself out by causing Latinos to distance themselves from the Spanish language. By doing so, we accept "the assimilationist ideal [which] would have Latinos learn English and completely lose their Spanish-speaking ability." n44 But rather than being a source of embarrassment, our language, as one academic suggested, should be a source of cultural pride. "Latino/as must learn to celebrate their language if they are to find strength in their common identity." n45

There are many ways that internalized oppression causes Latinos to accept the "colonized mentality." By accepting that mentality, we engage in internalized racism, we believe negative stereotypes about ourselves and other Latinos, and we act on those beliefs. The consequences can be severe, especially, when proposed legislation directly harms the Latino community. Thus, it is critical, as a starting point, to recognize internalized oppression and racism and how they impact our communities. The focus should then turn to what we can do as individuals and as a community to overcome internalized oppression and racism.

III. OVERCOMING INTERNALIZED OPPRESSION AND RACISM

Internalized oppression and racism are deeply embedded in United States history. The roots of internalized oppression and racism for Mexican-origin groups, for example, originated over 150 years ago. Preceding the Mexican-American War of 1848, "Anglo-Americans perceived the Mexicans' military weakness and technology to be evidence of the inferiority of the 'half-breeds' and their inability to govern themselves." n46 Thus began the stereotyping of "Mexicans as stupid and inferior hybrids." n47

With such a prolonged history of Latino oppression in this country, it will take a concerted effort, including group change and individual change, to undo the effects and behavior associated with internalized oppression and racism. These types of changes will be extraordinarily difficult, as are changes that must combat the reconstructive paradox. n48 In essence, the reconstructive paradox posits that the most insidious types of social evil tend to be so ingrained in our society that we barely notice them. n49 Accordingly, it takes a herculean effort to overcome the evil. n50 Moreover, because of the scope of the effort, it is bound to be highly visible and its very visibility will cause tremendous resistance and ultimately, backlash. n51 That is not to say that the Latino community should not undertake efforts to overcome internalized oppression and racism. Despite the enormity of the task and the risks involved, we can not and should not avoid the effort to overcome internalized oppression and racism. As one academic reminds us, the "issue for us is how to overcome the decades of racism" that have shut us out of "centers of power, learning and decision making." n52

Roberto Chene eloquently describes why it is essential to undo internalized oppression at the corporate level as follows:

It is necessary to realize that classism, ageism, racism, sexism and all other forms of oppression are within our social institutions and have a life of their own. It is essential to recognize that it is not enough to promote change at the individual level but rather that empowered individuals collaboratively pursue changes at the systemic and institutional levels. Allying with each other and changing the institution of which we are a part is an essential part of the process of becoming an ally. n53
Understanding why it is crucial to overcome internalized oppression and racism at the institutional or group-wide level is only the first step. The more difficult challenge requires sustained efforts to eliminate behavior resulting from internalized oppression and racism.

As Chene suggests, a critical beginning requires alliances such as those formed at Latino Critical Race Theory ("LatCrit") conferences and other Critical Race Theory conferences. In fact, this spirit of alliance is partly what prompted the movement to organize LatCrit I in 1996 in La Jolla, California. Given that initial alliance is easier than sustained alliance, it is crucial that participants not desert the LatCrit project or the larger project of creating and sustaining alliances within the Latino community. This requires honest communication, constructive criticism, and respect. Chene elaborates that we must also have: "a mutual commitment to maintaining the relations; an understanding that allies are flexible and persistent at working on the relationship although conflict may arise; and an understanding that allies are able to give positive instruction to each other so that they will learn from one another."

While understanding how internalized oppression operates at the group level is an important starting step, as important is the crucial next step of reducing internalized oppression at the group level. This can be accomplished by continuing to meet in group settings, supporting the group as well as group members, and creating alliances with other oppressed groups. Additionally, it is important to refuse to allow dominant groups to persistently create, perpetuate and manipulate stereotypes about Latinos. It is insufficient to be merely disgusted and offended by these types of actions. We must name the actions for what they are - racist and nativist behavior - in an equally public setting and hold the actors accountable. Moreover, we must be aware of the institutionalization of white supremacy and systematically undo both the subordination of Latinos through white supremacy, as well as our contributions to the perpetuation of white supremacy. White supremacy is carried out ritually, such as through Ku Klux Klan activities, politically through zoning or development approval which harms Latino communities while enhancing predominantly white communities, symbolically through billboards such as the one which briefly appeared at the California-Arizona state line and read: "Welcome to California. The Illegal Immigrant State. Don't Let This Happen To Your State. Call Toll Free (877) NO ILLEGALS." As is evident, the tasks are many: Latinos must be on the alert for racist behavior; swiftly and publicly react against any such behavior; and ensure that we are not actively supporting this behavior by voting for legislation such as Proposition 187, or inactively supporting this behavior through complacency.

In addition to overcoming destructive patterns of behavior at the corporate level, we must also focus on change at the individual level. The first and most essential step is consciousness-raising. If we do not recognize internalized oppression and racism, we cannot overcome or undo them. To recognize these destructive forces, Suzanne Lipskey suggests that we ask ourselves questions like the following:

What has been good about being ... [Latina/o]? What makes me proud of being ... [Latina/o]? What has been difficult about being ... [Latina/o]? What do I want other ... [Latina/os] to know about me? How specifically have I been hurt by my own people? When do I remember standing up against the mistreatment of one ... [Latina/o] by another? When do I remember being strongly supported by another ... [Latina/o]? When do I remember acting on some feeling of internalized oppression or racism? When do I remember resisting and refusing to act on this basis?

In answering these questions, we can deconstruct others' definitions of "Latina/o" and reconstruct our identity in an affirming way. This will positively impact how we see ourselves, how we see other Latinos, and how non-Latinos see Latinos.

In addition to asking and honestly answering questions like those listed above, the process of overcoming internalized oppression and racism includes recognizing destructive patterns of behavior, including
One Latina author self-deprecatingly described her feelings and the feelings of other Chicanos as follows:

I have internalized rage and contempt, one part of the self (the accusatory, persecutory, judgmental) using defense strategies against another part of the self (the object of contempt). As a person, I, as a people, we, Chicanos, blame ourselves, hate ourselves, terrorize ourselves. Most of this goes on unconsciously; we only know that we are hurting, we suspect that there is something "wrong" with us, something fundamentally "wrong."

In light of the racist history of our country, it is not surprising that we experience this self-loathing. After all, "racism disempowers us by infecting individual consciousness with self-doubt." When Latinos feel self-contempt or contempt for other Latinos, we must stop, name the feelings and their source, and eradicate race-based contempt and self-doubt.

Another expression of internalized oppression and racism is our acceptance of "a narrow and limited view of what is authentic ... [Latino] culture and behavior." To a large degree, outsiders have defined what it is to be an authentic Latino. We have not only accepted those definitions, even worse, when defining ourselves, we have not always been inclusive. To remedy these definitional identity problems, it is important both to participate in the process of defining ourselves, and to not make that definition so narrow that it excludes other Latinos. This is part of the broader charge of LatCrit theory - to develop a "paradigm that accepts, embraces, and accommodates persons as multidimensional entities rather than as conveniently divisible parts of that whole being."

Internalized racism plays itself out through our treatment of the Spanish language: it is often a source of embarrassment. Instead, we should resurrect it as a source of pride partly for the reasons one writer outlined:

The children should learn Spanish, not only because in many cases this helps their learning in general, but also because they will thus be able to secure a sense of identity and belonging. The Spanish language should also be brought to the adult population. The point is not to create a prerequisite to membership in the Latino/a community, but rather to give Latino/as an opportunity to reconnect with their roots and open up a path towards a common identity.

Internalized racism also causes us "to mistrust our own thinking and analytical abilities. We carry around doubts about our own and other [Latinos'] ... ability to think well." We can undo this misplaced lack of confidence through consistent and conscious support of each other. This could take place through participating in works-in-progress sessions, remembering each other when we are organizing conferences, reading each others' works, recommending each other for visiting professorships at our institutions, and generally uplifting each other.

Latinos can engage in other efforts to boost our collective self-image. For example, Latinos can organize at many levels to demand better representation, to improve the provision of basic services, and to hold the media accountable for its portrayal of Latinos (or lack thereof). Additional steps include drafting and supporting legislation which advances Latino causes, lobbying, working together to promote Latinos to positions of power, and recommending each other for plum positions.

We must also establish bonds with our young people and include them in the process of self-definition. To learn from our young people, we should frequently seek their voices and give them more opportunities to be heard. We also need to feed and support their creativity. In addition, we could create student book clubs and mentoring programs between professionals and students, and between older students and younger
students; insist on better school counseling to inspire instead of dissuade young Latinos; and create scholarship programs for Latinos. This shows young people that they are important and that we care about them, and provides them with Latino role models. If we do not create positive images, we leave a void which others can fill with distorted images of what a Latino is or is not.

Many other steps are necessary to overcome internalized oppression and racism, limited only by the boundaries of our collective imaginations. This part provided only an outline of some of the ways we suffer from internalized oppression and racism, and how to halt our suffering. As part of our institutional and individual ongoing missions, we must continue to identify internalized oppression and racism, and strategize on ways to halt that oppression and overcome its associated dysfunctions.

IV. CONCLUSION

This essay has described internalized oppression and internalized racism, and the devastating impact of these forces on the Latino community. They cause Latinos to adopt a colonized mentality and to internalize negative self-perceptions. This results in a community where individuals doubt themselves as well as those around them. Even worse, it causes us to turn against each other. For example, large numbers of Latinos supported California's Propositions 187, 209 and 227, which by and large, hurt the Latino community. Elsewhere, Latinos fired Latinas for teaching Chicano studies. This type of self-destructive behavior forces other Latinos to concentrate too much time on defensive posturing, reacting to racist behavior. The unfortunate reality is that so long as there is racism, we will have to spend some time reacting to bigoted legislation, which legislation further disempowers the already marginalized while simultaneously preserving and enhancing the position of the powerful. Nonetheless, it is time to act more from a position of self-determination. If Latinos can spend less time convincing other Latinos not to support measures that are harmful, we will be able to engage in positive activities and can initiate pro-active efforts to empower the Latino community. Accordingly, we should defy and deny others' negative perceptions of Latinos while concurrently building positive images and working toward a better place for Latinos in our society.

With time, we can reduce internalized oppression and racism, together with their resulting negative patterns of behavior. In their place, we can create a positive Latino identity which will have a multiplier effect. We will be healthier individuals and healthier communities. If we are in a position of confidence and power, it will be difficult for others to mount and sustain the types of anti-Latino campaigns we have seen in recent years. As a consequence, instead of spending so many precious resources reacting to attacks on the Latino community, we can build and sustain a stronger and more united community.
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